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1. Purpose of the report 

The purpose of this report is to provide a reader basic guidance in performing 3D discretized 

imaging so that introductory pieces of information about medical imaging could be 

understood. It’s the result of thorough study of Toriwaki’s and Yosida’s publication, heavily 

relies on it, and is auxiliary explanatory text for the talk I was presenting at my University. 

There is a review of this publication at the end of the review. 

 

There has been substantial growth of importance of image-based reasoning over last 

decade. Numerous image-based techniques have been deployed over last years. Magnetic 

resonance imaging has switched to discretized digital version and Computer Tomography 

are the only two applications that heavily use 3D image processing. There has been high 

demand for fast, real-time image processing with feature extraction that would allow for 

further device development and convergence like binding the computer-based diagnosis with 

CT (Computer Tomography) device set up and automation. Due to the limitations the modern 

computers provide (limited average CPU speed, and limited RAM amount) a vast collection 

of data structures and algorithms should have been deployed. This report presents data 

structure for storing the geometry of 3D image and surface-thinning algorithm that is used for 

computing intersections on the 3D image that has been proposed in Toriwaki’s and 

Yoshida’s publication.  

2. The spectral and colour-based representation of an image  

Each image can be represented either in the colour-based or spectral based representation. 

Every object in our universe can be representable in both form due to the sun and the light’s 

wave nature. This the objects reflect light. Each of the colours reflects and emits different 

light frequency. That’s how we see the colour. We can recognize the chemical element of 

stars and other distant space objects using the wave radiation. Each element emits the wave 

of different frequency. Measuring the frequencies allows us to for example guess what the 

Mars planet is built of.  
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We can switch between those two representations in the following way: 

o To switch from colour-based representation to spectral-based we perform a Fourier 

Transform.  

o To switch from spectral-base Fourier Transform to colour-base we perform inverse 

Fourier Transform.  

The algorithm of performing Fourier Transform is called Fast Fourier Transform, has been 

widely researched in the literature, is also used in generating images from MRI and CT 

medical devices and is not covered in this report. 

For further considerations in this report we assume that the an image can be represented as 

a continuous function  

       →   

where: x,y are coordinates of image and D – colour 

Or  

       →   

Where x,y are image coordinates and S – length of wave. We say that       is the function of 

2D image. A 3D image can be defined as the following mapping:  

         →   

Where C can be either a colour or wave length.  

While performing the MRI or CT tomography we can save the device output parameter 

(density value) at the appropriate indices. We can perceive the MRI or CT data like those in 

the frequency–based image as it has been shown in   . This allows constructing an initial 

binary image.  

3. Overview of 3D imaging 

The terms “3D image” and “3D image processing” are generally used with a wide variety of 

meanings.  Mostly we combine it with Pixar or Walt-Disney animated movies like Shrek or 

video games we play in. But they are in fact rarely computed in full 3D mathematical space 

due to the high computational cost. They use many techniques like computing shadows, 

performing motion on scene, shading, reflections to imitate the effect of 3D real-life scene.  
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The diagram above displays the main problems that we have to solve while working with 3D 

images. We need to provide geometry so that an object could be displayed. The geometry 

and topology is our data layer that store information we work with. The way we represent the 

geometry in computer is very important feature because: 

 Object we are modeling will be discretized in computer and its shape will be limited to 

the geometrical representation we have provided.  

 The more complex geometry is the more computer memory will be required not only 

to display it on screen but also to perform I/O operations. Despite the fact that 

component prices for modern computers are relatively low we still need large amount 

of memory for storing sophisticated geometry or topology 

 The more auxiliary pieces of information we save with the geometry the more 

reasoning we can perform and the more algorithms we can easily implement on. 

 Depending on geometry different visualization algorithms are used (mainly 

raycasting, but parametrical triangle-based modeling is also acceptable) 

Remarkable is that vendors like Oracle start to supply support for spatial (3D) images. Oracle 

11 has introduced possibility of storing DICOM medical images in their databases. The 

remarkable applications of 3D images are lowering their demand on resources and start 

becoming available at the average cost. To perform 3D imaging we need to use one of the 

following technologies the diagram below presents:  
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o Voxel representation   

Voxels are the most intuitive way to display 3D imaging. The main idea is to discretize the 

space we are projecting with a given step into small cubes. Theoretically we could build up 

arbitrary model. Let n be a discretized step. We will get higher image accuracy while the 

number of discretization levels will increase  →  . This means that the cubes will become of 

smaller size and therefore we need more cubes to perform modeling. This will increase 

demand on computer memory. The problem of space discretization has been widely 

discussed in various articles. The implementation and problems that derive from voxel grid 

model is not covered in this report.  

For the purpose of this report we can denote a voxel at the i-th row, j-th column, k-th plane as 

v(i,jk). The notation   {    } is employed to represent a 3D digitized image (or simply a 3D 

image) in which the density value at a voxel (i,j,k) is given by     . We usually understand the 

contents of a 3D image by observing the array of 2D successive slices    {      } for 

different   , whereas a computer accesses the 3D array directly. The   function can 

represent various data. Please refer to subsequent chapters to see the brief description of 

MRI or CT technology.  

o 3D scene and 3D object 

The vast majority of applications of 3D graphics are based on those geometrical 

representations. Curves, surface patches, CSG operations, parametric and implicit body 

representation can be used to provide 3D object for further processing. The term 3D is used 

despite the fact that it is a picture drawn on 2D space. This report does not cover those 

issues.  

o Stereoscopic 

Usually the 3D geometry is projected twice: firstly for left eye and secondly for right eye. This 

provides a depth perception to us. Special polarized glasses are required to perceive an 

image. There are several types of performing stereoscopic like the orthogonal colour 

multiplication (usually red and blue) which provides only monochromatic image. A more 
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advanced technique Color Code 3D can be used to provide colorized stereoscopic image. 

None of this is subject to this report. 

o 2D dynamic 

This refers to a time series of 2D images that record changes over time in the subject scene. 

These images are also recorded in a 3D array, but the coordinate axes are spatiotemporal, 

measuring 2D positioning in space along with time, and so in that sense are not truly 

isotropic.  

4. 3D Image discretization problems 

Discretization process 

A 3D image can be discretized in the same process as it is done in telecommunication 

 

From now on we will consider that a digitized image is sampled at the square lattice or is 

divided into square pixels unless stated otherwise. An image is called binary image if the 

density at any pixel assumes only two values. We assign 0 and 1 to the densities of a 

digitized binary image unless defined otherwise. Pixels of a binary image with values 0 and 1 

are called 0-pixels and 1-pixels respectively. An image that may take various different values 

is called gray-tone image. In order to get 3D image from a medical device the steps from 

diagram above have to be processed. All known problems like sampling with enough high 

frequency known from the telecommunication remain very similar. We can build up voxel 

structure using the density information measured by the device. The density has to surpass 

the test in order to set the voxel visible.  

Idea of neighbourhood in graph-based structure 

The raw voxel structure imposes several limitations. Despite the memory demand issues, we 

can efficiently build only very regular shapes due to the discretization step. There is a 

modified version of a voxel structure presented in Toriwaki. The pure voxel model has been 

combined with graph. We store in memory only those voxels that are described by graph. In 

graph-based structure the geometry relies on the idea of neighbourhood. We can consider a 

single voxel as a k-connected graph, where k is the number of the closest neighbours. We 

will say that separated voxel is has k=0. Voxel with one neighbour will have k=1 and for we 

call it 0-voxel. In order to get smoother geometrical images we need to increase the 

connectivity index and reduce the level of voxel’s discretization. This core feature implies 

more sophisticated algorithmically processing and often increase in demand on memory to 

store additional voxels. We can distinguish between 6-connectivity, 8-connectivity and 26-

connectivity. Among this we define the basic geometrical primitives. An arc is for example is 

a continuous set of 1-voxels (with 2-connectivity) with 0-voxels (with 1-connectivity) at the 

ends. A striking resemblance to graph theory is helping to comprehend the idea of how the 

geometrical primitives are defined in voxel structure and greatly facilitates the algorithm 

build-up. Although there are only a few algorithms examples in Toriwaki’s and Yoshida’s, the 

graph structure they have proposed is very versatile and many graph algorithms we already 

Sampling Quantization 
Information 
processing 
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know can be adapted to 3D medical imaging. A graph can store auxiliary information in their 

structure rather than a raw 3D table with voxels and allows for storing only important voxels. 

Representing spatial image by a graph can lead to memory savings that are required to 

perform operations and is very convenient for describing algorithms and performing 

reasoning. 

Mathematical operations on 3D images 

The digitized 3D voxel line figure that has been reviewed in Toriwaki’s work has multiple 

mathematical properties. See chapter 2-2 in appendix for details. The primitive’s properties 

are strong enough to provide mathematical background for algorithms what is crucial for 

implementing 3D image processing. Moreover, some several functions like cross sections 

and projections have been introduced that are the basis for surface-thinning algorithms. All in 

one: we get some really versatile and basic mathematical tools that come in handy while 

implementing mathematical and algorithmical build up.  

5. Image operator functions 

An image operation is defined as a mapping from a set of images to another set. By using 

this model and relationships between images Toriwaki and Yoshida introduced relationships 

between operators. We say, that the mapping O is unary operator iff O converts image    

onto   that is: 

    →    

There are also binary operators defined. Due to the definition of the image   we can easily 

introduce equality comparison operators and pointwise arithmetical operators. The most 

important mathematical feature is that operators are commutative, right distributive and 

associative. The result of an operator remains in its domain, so the operator is closed inertly 

in respect for result. There is an inverse operator. If there had been defined a neutral 

operator in the Toriwaki’s work they would have formed an Abelian group which will found 

strong mathematical background for further processing. Nevertheless they cover wide range 

of applications and provide very convenient tool that solves many basic problems. The 

properties allow for different image manipulation and composition. 

6. Resemblance of 3D to 2D image processing algorithms 

We can use image operator functions that have been introduced above like filters in 2D 

imaging. Relatively strong mathematical properties of operators and images allow us to 

construct edge detection filters, Sobel filter, smoothing or 3D Laplacian filters. This is very 

important consequence of the nature of operators and the voxel structure. The ability of 

constructing filters that works on our 3D image data structure allows us to do some 

reasoning on imaging. There will be also no feature extraction without image filters. Filters on 

images greatly facilitate the contemporary medicine diagnosis because allow for image 

preprocessing in order to retrieve detailed feature which was hardly seen on previous 

generation lamp-based screens. The remark that we can represent image as a colour-based 

or spectral-based combined with possibility of performing filters on images opens wide range 

of applications. 

7. Voxel Structure and data structures 

The diagram shows the schema of data structure that can be used for modeling the 

geometry of 3D image. We store information about adjacency, neighbourhood, connectivity 
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and topological features of each voxel we display. A complex graph structure has been 

created that enables quick access to the topological mission-critical features. This structure 

represents the topology of the model we obtained from medical device and facilitates the 

algorithm processing. Geometrical structure is visualized by voxels. In contrary to normal 

voxel 3D table we store and present only selected voxels that are required for full model 

visualization. In order to perform geometrical algorithms some further mathematical functions 

has to be defined. Toriwaki and Yoshida introduced path and distance function. Due to the 

discretized function we are working with in this graph-based voxel structure the standard 

Euclidean metric does not always provide good results. The correct distance function should 

take into account the complexity number (neighbourhood number) and should be invariant 

for computed reference point. Some well-working distance metric function proposal is 

described in Toriwaki’s work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

There is a definition of Euler number in the Toriwaki’s work what is very important number for 

3D image processing. It is somehow analogical to the 2D graph Euler number.  
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The 3D Euler number combines the number of vertices, edges, faces and 1-vowels. Please 

refer to appendix, chapter 4.7 to read the full derivation of Euler number.  

                            

    –number if vertices of 1-voxels 

   -number of edges of 1-voxels x 
 

 
 

   -number of faces of 1-voxels x 
 

 
  

   -number of 1-vowels x 
 

 
 

The Euler number     is obtained by adding       of all vertices in a 3D object, that is: 

  ∑     

 

 

8. Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell, both of whom were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1952, 

discovered the magnetic resonance phenomenon independently in 1946. In the period 

between 1950 and 1970, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance was developed and used for 

chemical and physical molecular analysis.  

In 1971 Raymond Damadian showed that the nuclear magnetic relaxation times of tissues 

and tumors differed, thus motivating scientists to consider magnetic resonance for the 

detection of disease. In 1973 the x-ray-based computerized tomography (CT) was introduced 

by Hounsfield. This date is important to the MRI timeline because it showed hospitals were 

willing to spend large amounts of money for medical imaging hardware. Magnetic resonance 

imaging was first demonstrated on small test tube samples that same year by Paul 

Lauterbur.  He used a back projection technique similar to that used in CT. In 1975 Richard 

Ernst proposed magnetic resonance imaging using phase and frequency encoding, and the 

Fourier Transform.  This technique is the basis of current MRI techniques. A few years later, 

in 1977, Raymond Damadian demonstrated MRI called field-focusing nuclear magnetic 

resonance. In this same year, Peter Mansfield developed the echo-planar imaging technique.  

This technique will be developed in later years to produce images at video rates (30 ms per 

image). 

MRI produces slices of images through the human body. Each slice has its thickness. We 

obtain the signal intensity from the device which is a result of absorption and emission of 

energy in the radio frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Many scientists were 

taught that you cannot image objects smaller than the wavelength of the energy being used 

to image. MRI gets around this limitation by producing images based on spatial variations in 

the phase and frequency of the radio frequency energy being absorbed and emitted by the 

imaged object. Normally 2D image is created as a result of MRI scan. We slide over the 

scan’s levels in order to recognize a feature. Toriwaki’s book is an attempt to handle 3D 

geometry that can be build-up using contemporary MRI input scan what could greatly 

improve medical imaging.  
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9. Algorithm of binary image processing – surface thinning 

a. Short description 

Thinning algorithms extract “skeletons” from binary pictures by using topology preserving 

reduction operations. A 3D reduction operation does not preserve topology if any object is 

split or is completely deleted, any cavity is merged with the background or another cavity, a 

new cavity is created, a hole (which doughnuts have) is eliminated or created. In other 

words: thinning algorithm allows to extract topology (perform projection over surface) at the 

arbitrary level of the 3D model.  

b. Application 

Surface thinning algorithm is has many applications. It’s used not only for scan screening, 

but also is indispensable in radiologist’s work. They use surface thinning in computation of 

doses of radiation in radiotherapy. Sometimes the surface thinning is used to provide the 

anti-radiation safety surface so that for instance human eyes could be safe while there will be 

some radiotherapeutical operations are performed in its vicinity. Successful implementation 

of surface thinning appears to be the start point for subsequent image processing algorithms 

and reasoning.  

10. Bibliography review 

Fundamentals of Three-Dimensional Digital Image Processing has been written by Junichiro 

Toriwaki and Hirouki Yoshida and is an informative thought-provoking publication that unveils 

some mysteries of computing 3D images that are contemporary used medicine industry.  It 

presents insight not only into the data structures that are used in 3D imaging but also some 

most important algorithms for 3D image processing.  

The knowledge has been separated into 7 chapters that are covering the main problems of 

3D imaging. We can distinguish between the technology part that describes the visualization 

methods, data structure that describes the topology of 3D image and last algorithmical part. 

Each part presents only some 3D imaging relative issue knowledge and requires a high-level 

in depth entry knowledge in each of the published domain.  

The visualization part describes introductory pieces of information to lightening algorithms 

like Phong shading, smooth shading or ray tracing. Moreover authors published some 

comments on concept of visualizing a voxel and volume rendering. The data structure part is 

well-written text that focuses on graph structure that can be used to represent the medical 

imaging. The graph structure introduce a reader into 3D Euler-like graph theory what greatly 

facilitates comprehension of problems. They introduced numerous operator functions that 

can handle the image processing with remarkable good mathematical properties and 

cooperate with the graph-based data voxel structure. The last algorithmical part describes 

application of previously defined operators and data structure. There are some geometrical 

algorithms described without which any further 3D medical image processing and reasoning 

would not have been possible. Authors have selected surface thinning, labeling, voxel 

deletion, distance transformation and skeleton extraction and even design of Voronoi 

diagram algorithms which cover all basic real-life geometrical tasks. There are pseudocodes 

of the algorithms what greatly improve reading. Authors state that they have implemented all 

algorithms that have been published. It’s a pity there is limited professional discussion of its 

complexity. There are very little scientifical test and no possibility for downloading source 

code and performing tests individually. 
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You should definitely be aware that this book is not step-by-step concise guide on how to 

professionally perform 3D imaging. The main purpose of this book is to show that we can 

build highly efficient graph-based structure and build up the must-have algorithms on it 

without being limited the use voxels. If you want to supply some professional medical device 

vendor with software based on Toriwaki’s book, without any doubt, you will have to gain 

further knowledge. Some further research in the mathematical properties of operators would 

be highly appreciated, because the already described are surprisingly strong and there is 

only one property missing to define Abelian group. The proposed graph-based data structure 

has excellent properties. It’s versatile, and allows you to store only selected voxels for 

visualization what is of uttermost importance in reference to speed and computer memory 

consumption. Suppose you had discrete mathematics or graph theory course on your 

university you will “get back to home, sweet home” while reading the algorithms. There is 

striking resemblance between them what is received with warm welcome. The visualizing 

part of book should be treated as a short concept note of technologies which should work 

with voxel visualization. It only mentions some of main problems and theory of visualizations 

and a novice in computer graphics will not cope with the task of visualization the structure 

described in book. My personal recommendation is that the book is worth reading and the 

reader gets insight in how it should be done professionally.  

11. List of appendices 

o Handout from talk which was held on lecture 

o Set of 4 videos presenting the application of surface thinning algorithms 

o List of selected chapters from Fundamentals of Three-Dimensional Digital Image 

Processing: 

 Chapter 2 – Models of images and image operations 

 Chapter 3 – Local processing of 3D images 

 Chapter 4 – Geometrical properties of 3D digitized images 

 Chapter 5.4 – Surface thinning and axis thinning algorithm 
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